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KURT KRAISINGER

OUT WITH THE OLD, 
IN WITH THE NEW

EBB & FLOW
“THE EBB IS THE OUTGOING PHASE, WHEN THE TIDE 
DRAINS AWAY FROM THE SHORE; AND THE FLOW IS 
THE INCOMING PHASE WHEN WATER RISES AGAIN.”
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When I look back at the 30 years I have invested in my chosen career path, I 

am thankful it’s a profession I enjoy.  Ultimately, my goal has always been to 

make a difference in whatever path I walk.  My company, Lorax Design Group, 

is a landscape architecture + planning firm and we offer consulting services 

throughout the United States. 

Eight years ago, we joined the pool industry in an effort to further assist our 

client base with yet another specialized service.  What I found was an industry 

fraught with uncertainty, especially from the view of potential clients inquiring 

about pool design and/or construction.  We were learning that many of our clients 

unfortunately had a poor experience with a previous pool project, where design 

and creativity were lacking or the construction of the project as a whole was 

substandard quality.  This obviously concerned me, yet opened my eyes to 

deficiencies in the residential market. 

I often refer to the pool & outdoor living industry as the ‘Wild Wild West’ where 

the end-user, the consumer, is leary of expectations due to the inexperience of 

those that offer services in the marketplace.  It seems to be a common thread in 

the industry as a whole.  It is for this reason that we strive to educate our clients 

about the process of providing a safe, aesthetically pleasing and enjoyable 

outdoor experience.  We are fortunate that our work takes us to other regions 

around the country, as it has afforded us the opportunity to witness first hand 

many swimming pool projects. 

I would say I have learned more about the pool industry from seeing installations 

in person rather than sitting in a classroom education setting.  The conferences I 

have attended over the past 20+ years are typically held in the bowels of a large 

convention center, in a cold conference room without natural daylight for days on 

end while trying to learn from a PowerPoint presentation.  Don’t get me wrong, I 

have learned a great deal over the years from sitting in those conventional 
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settings, but times are changing and most people learn through tactile interaction—

by getting one’s feet on the ground, walking a project site, enjoying the fresh air 

and conversing with like-minded trades in the industry about problem solving. 

I wanted to be a part of a bigger solution, see what may be on the horizon and 

tap into the current pulse of the industry and ultimately, view the industry from 

the client’s perspective.  Afterall, isn’t that what this is all about?

Put yourself in the client’s shoes. For years the industry was nothing more 

than a sales person walking their yard waving their arms and scribbling crude 

sketches on a Big Chief tablet only to find the arm waver presented a nebulous 

all-inclusive project number with no real vision.  The customer was left to make a 

quick decision regarding what pool builder to hire or succumb to meeting another 

pool contractor delivering the same song and dance.  I get it, industries get stuck 

in a rut.  Hopefully things evolve for the better.

Kudos to professional organizations such as APSP and Genesis that set the 

stage for trying to turn ordinary into extraordinary.  However, APSP and Genesis 

have a platform, one that is structured around the educational system with 

accredited classes and professional educators from varying backgrounds within 

the industry.  I am a product of this training model and am grateful for what I have 

learned.  However, once you complete a training session there is no need to take 

it again. You simply graduate and move on.  Genesis is my alma mater and I have 

worn it proudly for years, but I (much like you), want to continue to grow, create 

new colleague friendships and improve the industry. 

For all these reasons, Jeromey and I created Tributary Revelation--we believe 

it is a true reflection of the ebb and flow of the marketplace.  To date, we have 

hopefully inspired other like-minded individuals and as a result our organization 

continues to grow one member and sponsor at a time.  We would like to offer a 
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challenge to everyone that reads our magazine, our website or follows us on 

Facebook and Instagram - if not our organization then please make an offering to 

do something right by the industry.  Join a professional organization or be a mentor 

to someone that is looking for direction – make a difference.  Yes, contributing to 

the industry as a whole is a rite of passage; one that no one should take lightly.

KURT KRAISINGER | LORAX DESIGN GROUP

KKRAISINGER@LORAXDESIGNGROUP.COM
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JEROMEY NAUGLE

PREVAILING
ASPIRATIONS
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GOOGLED HOW TO BUILD A PERIMETER OVERFLOW

In 2008 I Googled “How to build a perimeter overflow”. During this primitive stage of 

“just Google it” there wasn’t any information anywhere except for a random forum 

named “Genesis”. I quickly applied for membership into the forum and eagerly 

awaited a response. 72 hours later a guy named Paolo Benedetti accepted the 

request. At the time I had never realized that Paolo would be my main source of 

inspriration to not only educate myself but hold myself accountable. To this day 

no one in the industry has influenced my ethics more than Paolo, he definitely 

sparked the fire within me. No doubt about it, I owe him everything!

PAOLO INSPIRED

Why do I owe Paolo everything? He taught me what true integrity is. First of all 

he taught me that most everything I knew about pool building was completely 

wrong! 

Allow me to back up for a minute. I started my journey in this industry back in early 

2000. I was lucky enough to get a job working for a large production company that 

was on an insane rise. They were riding the wave and were absolutely killing it in 

sales. I started as a service technician, moved up to a construction supervisor and 

finally landed in a sales position. I was the first employee that ever accomplished 

this. Notice that I said “sales” and not “designer”. At the time, I didn’t know the 

difference between the two.

Fast forward to 2008, also known as the start of the decline. We all know what 

happened to the economy, the bottom dropped out. At the time I was designing 

and building my own projects for this firm. They required that I build my own projects 

because I was one of the few sales guys designing outside of the template book. 

The construction department couldn’t build my designs so they asked me to run 

my own projects. When the economy eventually tanked there was nothing to sell 

and I was 100% commission at the time. My wife sat me down and said, “Jeromey, 
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you need to build your own pools.” That was all I needed to hear. Something 

about my wife kicking me in the nuts and not feeling sorry for me motivated me 

more than anything. She had always believed that I was meant for something 

greater than being someone’s employee even though I never believed it myself.

Fast forward 3 months to me getting my contractors license and I was ready to 

take on the industry. I worked for the largest builder in AZ so what was left for me 

to learn? Little did I know I would need to retrain my brain from a sales mentality 

to an integrity-filled design/build mentality.

In comes Paolo Benedetti. I sold my first perimeter overflow within months of 

starting my company. Needless to say I completely screwed it up. Trust me when I 

say, that is toned down from what actually happened. I flooded the clients house 

causing all of the floors and cabinetry to be replaced. All because of undersized 

plumbing lines, runnels and basins. Most people would have given up on overflow 

pools and blamed the concept itself for the issue. I realized that I was 100% 

responsible. 

A year later my second perimeter overflow presented itself which was designed 

by Steve Martino, L.A. I had to build this project! It was Steve Martino, one of the 

greatest L.A.’s of our time. I went back to the forums and found Paolo and asked 

him if he could help. He offered to mark up my plans for a minimal fee of $500. At 

the time that was a ton of money for me. Little did I know it was going to be one 

of the best investments I had ever made.

When the plans came back, which I thought were the best plans I had ever 

produced, they had so many mark ups I couldn’t see my original concept drawing. 

I reluctantly built it his way and lost a ton of money because I significantly 

underbid it. It was the next best decision I had ever made. I ended up winning 

multiple awards and best of all, it is 6 years old and still runs like a dream. That 
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was all I needed to know that Genesis was the real deal and the future of Premier 

Paradise.

Paolo will never know the true impact he had on me and still does to this day. 

Thank you for being you! People that know Paolo will understand this. He is a 

walking encyclopedia of watershaping.

MET KURT

After completion of this project I owed it to Genesis to at least see what the classes 

were all about. I enrolled into “Intro to Construction” hosted by Paolo Benedetti. 

This class including hotel and travel cost me roughly $5k. That was more money 

than I was comfortable spending at the time so I was going to be sure to get as 

much out of that class as I could. There were absolute legends teaching this 

class. Paolo Benedetti, Greg Andrews, Bill Drakeley and many others hosted this 

class and absolutely blew my mind. By the time it was over I was so terrified that 

every project I had ever built in the past was going to crack open, slide down a hill 

or completely fail that it implored me to keep on grinding through their classes. In 

all, I have spent over $60k to gain the confidence in designing and building that 

I have today.

During this class I was sitting next to a guy that I didn’t talk to until the 3rd and 

final day. We instantly bonded because there was a guy in class boasting about 

how he builds pools. We both looked at each other and simultaneously mouthed, 

“Dude, shut the f-up!” We spent a ton of money to educate and advance ourselves 

and after 3 days of listenting to this guy validate every mistake he ever made, we 

were done. We paid to listen to the legends-not this guy! We both laughed and 

made a quick connection through a business card swap. Little did I know that this 

guy was soon to be a huge source of my design inspiration but would eventually 

become my business partner.
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GENESIS CLASSES

The following year I enrolled into 3 more classes at the Orlando Pool and Spa Show. 

This time I invested nearly $7k in classes, hotel and travel. After wrapping up my 

classes I walked out and ran into Kurt Kraisinger again. He instantly remebered 

who I was. “Hey Jeromey, how have you been?” I couldn’t believe he remebered 

me, after all I was a nobody. Not to Kurt. To Kurt, I was a source of inspiration. 

He knew nothing about pools and he saw how obsessed I was trying to learn 

everything I could.

Just like Martino, Kurt is also one of the greatest L.A.’s of our time. His portfolio 

is ridiculous. We immediately saw a potential in working together. He made the 

connection that the pool and landscape industry were not intertwined like they 

needed to be. Pool contractors had and still have zero clue about master planning 

and intentional design. Too many pools are installed with out a complete master 

plan. Our industry is completely deficient in this area. Just me saying “our industry”

is one of the problems at hand. The entire outdoor environment should be the 

industry’s focus not just the pool or landacape. We need to stop viewing these as

pool or landacape. We need to stop viewing these as separate scopes of work and 

instead realize that they we need to work together to create perfectly designed 

and sustainable environments for our cients to enjoy more than hanging out in 

their own homes. There is nothing like a perfectly master planned outdoor living 

space to make you realize what life is about: Family, friends, social interaction and 

nature in its purest form.

THE BIRTH OF TRIBUTARY

Kurt and I made it a point to keep lines of communication open. He is from Kansas 

City and I am from Phoenix, polar opposite environments. We never stopped 

communicating, multiple times per day for a while. He came up with the idea of 

forming a company that would be able to travel anywhere in the world and offer 
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watershape and landscape plans to the residential elite and commercial resort 

developers. Thus Tributary was formed. Between him, I and the land we design 

for, Tributary seemed to be a perfect name for us. First and foremost, our number 

one client and focus at all times is the piece of land we are working with.

MEMBERS

Shortly after naming and forming our business we hired Paul Schreiber with 

YESIMAROBOT to brand us and get us exposure. Talk about a diamond in the 

rough. Paul and his company’s capabilities are nothing short of amazing. Within 

days we had landscapers, contractors, watershapers, designers and vendors 

beating down our doors to find out what we were doing. This was very odd to 

Kurt and I. After all we were simply trying to gain business leads not be a source 

of inspiration for fellow industry professionals. 

Everyone was asking, “How are you doing this?”, “Why are you doing this?” 

and most important to this story, “How can we become part of Tributary?” Wait, 

what? We were trying to sell services not bring on more partners. After multiple 

conversations we realized we had a calling to be something more to this industry. 

It was time to give back. We both finished our Genesis SWD certifications and 

didn’t have any more classes to take so we asked ourselves what was next? The 

answer, to learn more about our industry and the products it offers by putting 

ourselves in front of these people in their own factories, buildings and comfort 

zones.

REVELATION

Once we realized what he had in front of us we knew it was time to offer it up to 

the industry. Just like the Bible, Genesis spawned our Revelation. They continually 

pushed us to be better than our former selves and because of this we thought 

the best way to pay respect to Genesis was to name our organization Tributary 

Revelation. After all they were the ones who caused the Revelation within us to
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realize our full potential.

Genesis is the main driving force behind the creation of Tributary Revelation and 

it is a responsibility we do not carry lightly. Although we haven’t been welcomed 

with open arms by other industry organizations, we realize this is just a “hazing 

phase” being dished out to us and we welcome it with open arms. I would be more 

worried if we weren’t being recognized at all.

We aren’t competing with anyone in any way because we offer something no other 

group does; Direct face to face contact with vendors and manufactures, business 

growth opportunities in other regions than your own and the most important 

benefit which is an encompassing view of the entire outdoor environment. 

Speaking for myself, my business and potential have grown exponentially since 

opening my mind to this reality.

I want to extend a thank you to our members. Without you we are nothing. You 

have elevated me and pushed me to expect more out of myself. In turn I continue 

to become a better version of myself every day. You will never know the level of 

appreciation I have for each and every one of you. From the bottom of my heart, 

thank you for your devotion to this group and for the constant education you 

provide me with.

JEROMEY NAUGLE | PREMIER PARADISE

JEROMEY@PREMIERPARADISE.NET
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Tributary Design Charette Series

A collaborative approach to successful projects!

A design charrette is a collaborative meeting during which members of a team quickly 

develop and sketch designs to explore and share a broad diversity of design ideas. 

We’re finalizing the details and look forward to sharing our evolving mission with each of 

you...

P.S. A little history if you’re interested -->  http://www.harvarddesignmagazine.org/issues/33/are-charrettes-old-

IN THE WORKS



PROJECT BY BENJAMIN LASSETER  /  DESIGN ECOLOGY
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Having a small outfit means that we need to be precise and efficient. Striving 

for this every single day in the field will drive you nuts and will drive your people 

crazy too! 

I look at every task as an opportunity to be a precise. There is no such thing as 

being close, not in my book. You are either right, true, square, etc, or your are 

wrong. This is not to say that we get it right every time, we surely do not, but we 

are striving for it. I make it part of the ethos of my company, but it is something 

that constantly needs reinforcement. 

As some of you may know, I am kind of a gadget guy. I love tools and equipment

NICK BUCHOLZ

PRECISION &
EFFICIENCY
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that will allow for greater efficiency. I am a victim, just like you, of this fast-paced 

society in this fast-paced world. We are held to a different standard than even 10 

years ago; we want it now! I have used this as inspiration for the way we conduct 

business here in Middle Tennessee. 

After the designs are complete, contracts are signed, and the deposit is collected; 

the project is ready to begin. I like to think that the start of the project is the 

construction plan. For some of you, this may be a hand sketch on a napkin and 

for others, this may be where you put hours upon hours into creating a precise 

plan. I tend to fall somewhere in the middle and obviously based on the project’s 

difficulty. 

I want to have enough information on a plan that we can build from, but I also 

want everything to be as accurate and precise as possible. I don’t outsource my 

CAD work as I have enough knowledge to create an elementary plan. I have seen 

extremely in-depth plans, that do not have correct elevations or measurements 

and that really creates major problems down the road. 

Most of our projects are in residential back-yards and most of those backyards 

are way out of square.  We are relying on everything existing to be square and 

perfect, but taking the time to verify is often not done in our industry. This aspect 

of the build, however far off it may be, is a controllable variable.  Understanding 

how this variable will come into play is crucial so we must take the proper steps to 

understand what we are working with. Putting the time and effort in at this point 

will create exponential efficiencies in the field as the project progresses.

How do we make this portion of the project easier, more efficient, and more 

precise? Time to introduce some technology that is not very common in our little 

corner of construction.
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After seeing my guys, and myself for that matter, struggle with set-up and layout, 

I knew that there had to be a better way. Homes are way out of square and we 

were spending hours upon hours getting our project laid out in the field. Once 

laid out, a batter board would get hit, or a marking pin would get run over, and we 

would have to start all over. This is especially difficult in yards with major elevation 

change. I knew there had to be a better way. I began searching for layout tools, 

companies to do it, and other methods for alleviating the stress of this crucial 

task. This is where everything changed for me.

I ran across survey tools. Obviously, I was aware of surveying equipment and what 

surveyors do, but I had little knowledge of how to apply that field to my business. 

I dug a little deeper to see if we could get a survey done and then use that same 

tool to lay the projects out. Low and behold, that exact tool exists! 

I invested in a Spectra Laser Focus 35 One-Man Robotic station. This tool, after 

overcoming the learning curve, has changed everything. I am able to lay out a 

project in a matter of minutes. I have been able to save about eight hours per 

project just by implementing this tool. There is no more question of where things 

go. I still like to verify all measurements just to make sure, but we are generally 

spot on. This really plays back into making precision and accuracy the forefront 

of construction. Here is the method that I use to implement this tool.

After a design agreement has been signed I schedule a site measurement. This is 

me setting up the robotic in the backyard and hitting all of the meaningful spots. 

Every point within view is used. I then am able to hit the elevations as well so we 

know what those are exactly. 

The date collected can be transferred directly to a dwg and we can set up the 

house and/space. This is where I know if the house is square or not and I can 

make adjustments as needed.
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I can then load the file directly into Pool Studio to create the design. I think some 

of you may create the design in CAD first and then load it into Pool Studio, so that 

will work too.

After the design has been completed and the construction plan has been 

completed, I am able to load the file onto the robotic.

In the field, I set the station up on the points/data that I originally collected and 

begin to lay the project out. The robotic and the hand-held data collector literally 

walk me to each point. I use some paint and pins and we start putting up our 

batter boards for string lines. 

One of the best aspects of this method is that I do not need to pay a guy to do 

this. This is especially awesome when we run over pins or lose our layout. I can 

literally have the robotic fired up and ready to go in minutes. 

There are a few other factors that play into this that you must be willing to accept. 

Robotics are expensive and the learning curve can be a bit daunting. I have done 

the math, and for my company, the payback on the robotic will take about two
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and a half years. This is an investment and it may not be right for your business, 

but I truly feel that it has changed the way that we build. I did not factor in the 

repairs or “fixes” that we have made over the years due to not being precise, so 

you may want to factor that in as well. 

This is precision. This is accuracy. This is efficiency.

NICK BUCHHOLZ | BLOOM OUTDOOR

NICK@BLOOMTN.COM
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As a manufacturer of decorative fire 

feature components, we work closely 

with many designers.  Some of these 

designers, such as Elena Colombo 

of FireFeatures.com have some 

wonderfully creative ideas.  Working 

with them is a great opportunity for us 

to not only “think outside the box” but 

also find new ways to use our products 

in a very creative way.  As we like to say 

to our clients who come to us with new 

ideas “we have yet to find a feature we 

couldn’t add fire to”.   The fire feature 

at “The Wharf” in Washington DC is one 

of those features.  For this feature we 

were supplied the specs for the feature 

and then the feature was shipped to our 

FIRE BY DESIGN

NEW TRENDS
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facility where we added the components and did extensive testing on it including 

both wind and rain tests.  Once we were satisfied with the performance of the 

burner system we shipped the feature to The Wharf.  Once it was installed we 

then traveled to The Wharf and assisted in the certification of the feature by Un-

derwriter Laboratories (UL).  The Wharf has turned out to be a very popular tourist 

destination in large part because of that fire feature.

One trend that we are seeing is an increasing number of these type of “over the 

top” fire features on Commercial jobs.  This past Fall we designed a 45’ diameter 

“Ring of Fire” that was a Fire ON the water feature located at the Four Seasons 

Resort in Costa Rica (picture).  A local contractor installed the feature per the 

custom installation instructions we provided however there were issues with the 

gas plumbing they installed which prevented the feature from operating properly.  

That was when we sent our Fire ON Water specialist (Brandon of Retro Fire De-

signs) to Costa Rica to inspect the install.  It did not take long for him to figure out 

the issue with the plumbing and after minor modifications to their plumbing the 

feature was up and running.  This feature is the focal point of this Four Seasons 

Resort and now we are working even more closely with their designers to create 

more dramatic fire features for other Four Seasons Resorts.
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Another trend we are seeing on residential pools particularly is a significant 

increase in demand for fire along the Negative Edge of the pool.  We designed 

our first Negative Edge fire feature back in 2010 and it was a simple straight line 

of fire along the edge about 30’ long (picture).  Though we had the picture of that 

first feature prominently displayed on our website we did not sell a lot of them.  

Then we had a customer who had designed and was very involved in the building 

of his own pool in Hawaii.  Putting fire on his edge was a bit of challenge due to 

the fact it was a 60’ freeform edge with lots of curves (Top View of Negative Edge 

/ CAD Illustration).  We decided it was best they provide us with a template of the 

edge once the negative edge was formed.  From that template we designed the 

burners to match the curve of the negative edge.  We shipped the components 

to the customer and he and his pool builder installed the components.  The end 

result was nothing short of spectacular as you can see from the pictures (two pics).   

Last summer we posted the pics of this Negative Edge feature on Facebook and 

the response has been overwhelming.  We currently have 5 projects on the books 

that include fire for the Negative Edge.
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In May 2010 we started shipping our All Weather Electronic Ignition System (AWEIS 

for short).  It was the first Electronic Ignition system specifically designed to 

operate in high winds and heavy rain.  Previous to the AWEIS we did what all our 

competitors were doing – buying gas valves and controllers that were designed 

for indoor use, installing them in a weatherproof enclosure and labeling them “For 

Outdoor Use”.  The problem with that approach was the fact these type systems 

were not designed to be used outdoors and when subjected to wind and rain they 

would not perform very well nor would they last very long.  The AWEIS proved that 

a system could be developed that could not only perform well in the wind (http://

www.firebydesign.com/remote_control_fire_video_highway.htm) and rain but also 

stand the test of time.  Many of the AWEIS we shipped back in May 2010 are still 

functioning today!

Though we were proud of the work we had accomplished in developing the AWEIS 

we did not stop there.  Since that time almost 8 years ago we have continually 

tried to “make it better”.  In most Electronic Ignition Systems, the Igniter is the 

part that most often needs to be replaced first; it is the weak link in the system.  
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The Igniter used in the AWEIS is no exception.  Knowing that it was the weak link 

in our system we worked with the manufacturer of our Igniter to make it more 

reliable and though we succeeded in making it last longer it still remained the 

part that failed first.  Part of the reason the igniters fail first is because after 

ignition the igniter is in the flame the entire time the feature is on.  The igniter is 

an electrical component with wire(s) attached to it and being exposed to the heat 

of the flame the entire time the feature is on eventually causes it to fail.  

In the Spring of 2016 we began testing an idea I had which I believed would prolong 

the life of the igniter indefinitely.  The idea involved igniting the gas with the igniter 

and then turning the gas that was directed AT the igniter OFF.  Though it seemed 

like a fairly common sensical idea it was not anything anybody in the industry 

was doing so in essence we were “thinking outside the box” with this one.  The 

testing we did gave birth to what we called our “Commercial Grade” AWEIS which 

was first installed in a firepit at a local Las Vegas restaurant.  This first firepit was 

a challenge due to the fact the design was such it was a much hotter than normal 

feature.  One of our competitors had their system initially
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installed in the firepit and had replaced it numerous times due to it failing on 

a regular basis.  The longest one of their systems lasted was two weeks.  We 

installed the Commercial Grade AWEIS in that firepit in March 2016 and have not 

had one issue with it in the past 2 years!  Over the past two years many more 

of these Commercial Grade AWEIS had been installed and the results were just 

what we had hoped – Igniter failures dropped significantly!

In the Fall of 2017 we redesigned the Pilot Burner on our AWEIS.  Previously we had 

only one gas line on it and now we have two.  One of the gas lines supplies the 

gas that is directed at the igniter, the other supplies the gas that is directed at 

the main burner and sensor.  Shortly after ignition the gas directed at the igniter 

is turned off.  This redesign of the Pilot Burner greatly simplified the Commercial 

Grade AWEIS and brought costs down.  Today ALL of the AWEIS systems being 

shipped are considered “Commercial Grade” and being offered at the same price 

as the original AWEIS.  With this advance in Pilot Burner Technology Fire by Design 

has raised the bar yet again.



DESIGN BY RANDY ANGELL /  RANDY ANGELL DESIGNS
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NUFOLK

IMPORTANCE OF
VIDEO MARKETING
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When it comes to marketing your small business it’s hard to find the right marketing 

techniques to convince your potential clients to get on-board with your brand. 

Writing the best copy for social media, capturing amazing photos, and designing 

the perfect website is all hard enough. So why would you want to spend time trying 

to create a video too? Well, let’s face it, we live in a world where the act of reading 

is on life support. People only care about images and they can’t get enough of 

them. Once they’ve looked at one image they immediately want to see two more. 

That’s where video comes in. With video you’re doubling down and capturing 24 

images per second. It keeps your audience more engaged and excited about 

your message. That excitement leads to purchases and BOOM, you immediately 

see a higher ROI from just one video!

 

You’re reading this today to learn more about the importance of video marketing 

in our digital world. Some of these things may seem obvious but you have to 

ask yourself.. Are you utilizing modern marketing techniques like video, motion 

graphics and social media campaigns to further your brand?

. 
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There are many advantages to using video for marketing your company 

but today we’ll focus on three core advantages.

 

Video impacts your audience on multiple levels. (sound and visuals)

By nature, video shows the full picture of your company. From the faces you 

employ to the products you produce. The difference between video and photo, 

however, is simple. It moves and it moves people. It keeps your audience engaged 

with your brand because you’re maximizing the information you are delivering 

during their brief attention span. Video combines audio and visuals so that your 

audience is absorbing your message while simultaneously viewing your product 

in action. It’s a win - win. The benefits don’t stop there though. Video helps to 

actually increase the attention span of your audience. On average, people spend 

2.6x more time on pages with video than without. (Insivia) That means, people will 

read more, they’ll visit more of your other pages, they’ll learn more about YOU. 

Video increases your chances to impact your customers. 
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Video inspires ACTION.

There are so many stats about video leading people to take action with brands, 

it’s insane. Here are a few of my favorites! 

 

Video posted to Social Media generates 1200% more shares than text and image 

content combined. (Wordstream) Shoppers who view demo videos are 1.81 times 

more likely to make a purchase than non-viewers. (Adobe) Using the word “video” 

in an email subject line was found to increase open rates by 19% and clickthrough 

rates by 65%. (HubSpot) What am trying to say here is that video has the best 

ROI of any other marketing medium. More and more people are shopping online 

and that is where your marketing bucks will really get your brand moving forward! 

Speaking of which….

 

Video engages your audience where they are shopping already

Not only is YouTube the second most trafficked website after Google (Alexa), it 

is also owned by Google. What the means for you is Google WANTS you to post 

videos for your brand. But it doesn’t stop with Google! Facebook videos receive 

135% more organic reach on average than a regular Facebook photo. Using video 

to market your products and services leads your online marketing platforms to 

work for you to engage your audience within their usual online routine. I don’t 

know about you but I don’t find it surprising that 78% of people watch online 

videos every week, and 55% view online videos every day. (HubSpot) 

Let’s face it, Social Media marketing is a no brainer. But it’s not enough to simply 

post cute dog videos. You have to stand out in the crowd to promote the lifestyle 

that your brand represents. Here are a few tips on how to do that. 
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Define your voice

Like I said before, your audience is already working with a limited attention span. 

Make sure your message is clear and concise. Your videos shouldn’t be more 

than 60 to 90 seconds and the message should be explicit.

 

Hire a professional

iPhone videos will not do. You have to make sure your voice is audible and your 

video clips are impactful. Professionals have the experience to help craft your 

vision and make it a reality.

 

Don’t stop with one

The cornerstone of all marketing plans is to stay top of mind for your customers. 

The more you can engage with your audience the more likely you will see them 

come to you for their purchases. Many video companies will offer smaller price 

tags for short social media videos that can be captured on the day you’re shooting 

your larger branding pieces. Don’t hesitate to ask about repurposing that footage 

to keep your brand name on the tip of your customer’s tongue. 

 

In the end, it all comes down simply interacting with your clients in a more impactful 

way. Don’t hesitate to reach out to us at www.nufolk.co or hello@nufolk.co with 

any questions. We’d love to help you answer your video marketing questions. 

Caleb Johansen | nufolk

hello@nufolk.co



DESIGN BY JEROMEY NAUGLE / PREMIER PARADISE, INC
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BEAU LAMB

WITHIN THE

WALLS
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The best pool designers and builders have a high degree of wisdom, vision, 

creativity and leadership that comes from a solid foundation of education and 

experience.  They are proactive and highly effective leaders and have invested 

their time, money and energy into reaching high levels of competency in the 

design and construction of outdoor environments.  They continue to educate 

themselves and are in tune with the evolution of the industry which contributes 

to lowering the risks inherent to not meeting standards.  

All of us understand that taking short cuts will result in poor quality and 

future performance issues. The influence of the internet has created a more 

sophisticated, educated and demanding customer. The clients have researched 

what they want, are aware of the process and have high expectations.  With this 

in mind, it is of the utmost importance to understand and implement industry 

standards on all projects.  Doing so will result in higher quality projects, consistency 

in performance, less warranty issues and satisfied customers. 

    

Pool designs are becoming more advanced and complex.  Higher end materials 

are being utilized and the investment in the complete backyard environment 

is becoming more and more substantial.  The pool designer and contractor are 

encountering product compatibility challenges, demanding installations, and 

more advanced solutions. This increases the liability to the contractor, by not 

adopting, following and implementing industry standards the contractor is left 

vulnerable to potential litigation.

By following industry standards, the professional is able to enter into contracts 

and perform the work necessary with a high degree of confidence, wisdom and 

the power that comes from a solid core of understanding the site.  All sites have 

challenges and issues, following a set of technical specifications and implementing 

standards the construction team has the capability to perform the operations 

and the plan to successfully complete the project.
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The TCNA (Tile Council of North America) board is always improving their standards 

as products and techniques evolve. In 2017, they adopted revisions for the P602-

16, which is the accepted standard for ceramic and glass tile installation in interior 

pools, exterior pools and water features with concrete, shotcrete or CMU tanks.  

The board made several changes to the swimming pool detail as follows:

 The TCNA board has updated the Alternate Deck Profile and Partial Tile Coverage 

Diagram to represent current installation methods and procedures in the field.  

The application of Penetrating Colloidal Silicate waterproofing to the concrete 

before the installation of the cementitious waterproofing layer is now recommended 

by the board.  

Epoxy mortar was added to the acceptable bond coats for the installation of tile 

in swimming pools. 

Glass tile is now on the approved list of tiling material, you should contact the tile 

manufacturer to ensure it is approved for your application.  *Remember that all 

glass tile is not created equal.

At Basecrete we have worked very hard to understand the P602 guidelines and 

to manufacture and provide the best high-performance products for the cleaning 

and waterproofing portions of the standard.  We are a single source for the Colloidal 

Silicate, Waterproofing Membrane and Optional Membrane and Bondcoat and are 

compatible with most high-quality adhesives, mortar beds and grouts.

Our Basecrete + Pool Shell Primary Waterproofing is a penetrating colloidal silicate. 

Penetrating Colloidal Silicates are sprayed on to the shell to penetrate, densify 

and add another layer of waterproofing to the system, helping to reduce the loss 

of water through the concrete shell, reducing efflorescence and calcium
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migration caused by negative hydrostatic pressure.  On new pool construction 

the Penetrating Colloidal Silicates can be used on a shell that is 48 hours or 

older and is in the curing phase.  We are the only company to add a tint to our 

product allowing the crew spraying the product to track the application area and 

to isolate areas that require the silicates.  Any time after the Silicates have cured 

for 24 hours and before the application of the cementitious waterproofing it must 

be pressure washed using 2500 to 3500 psi to remove silicates that are on the 

surface to ensure proper bonding of the next layer.  

For proper absorption of colloidal silicates when remodeling an older shell, the pH 

must be adjusted to prepare the concrete for the proper penetration.  Basecrete 

-pH Stabilizer was developed to allow for the pool builder to utilize the penetrating 

colloidal silicate in a remodel situation.

 

As a requirement of the P602 the pool tank surface must be free of grease, 

oil, wax, curing compounds and other bond inhibiting coatings; pressure wash/

mechanically scarify if necessary.  In 2017 we developed Basecrete Pool Shell 

Cleaner, it is an environmentally friendly and safe solution to clean the pool shell.  

Simply spray it on, it immediately begins to break down the contaminants, and 

then clean and rinse with a high-volume pressure wash. 

Basecrete Flexible Cementitious Waterproofing Bondcoat provides the mandatory 

cementitious waterproofing layer and also the bondcoat all in one product.  It 

is also used as the optional waterproofing membrane.  It is a two-part system 

requiring onsite mixing of the liquid admix and cementitious powder blend.  It has 

high bond strength, increased flexibility and no porosity resulting in a product 

with superior crack isolation and waterproofing properties.  It provides a vapor 

resistant layer that also stops negative hydrostatic pressure.  It is brushed, 

rolled, troweled or sprayed on and very easy to use.  With our vast experience on 

suspended pools we have found it compatible with both tile installations and
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plaster pool finishes.  It is also a practical solution for stand alone waterproofing 

applications in gutters, drains and sub-decking.

The combination of the Penetrating Colloidal Silicate and the Cementitious 

Waterproofing layer to the concrete shell will achieve maximum waterproofing 

protection, with a continued hydration of the cementitious materials as they cure, 

this will directly influence the strength, density and durability of the concrete.  

This can substantially reduce evaporation from the concrete by creating an 

impermeable layer.  With proper curing, concrete becomes significantly stronger, 

with the highest strength achieved in the first 90 days and moist cured concrete 

continuing to gain strength at a rate almost double to air cured concrete.  The 

loss of water from the concrete in the early stages will also cause concrete to 

shrink, creating tensile stresses within the concrete.  This can result in surface 

cracking, especially in exposed edges, joints and surfaces.

Surface preparation is a key component to successful waterproofing.  Repairs 

should be done to all surface and forming defects, cracks and mechanical 

abrasions.  Special attention around penetrations are required.  One technique 

is to lightly sand PVC and then paint with a slurry of Basecrete Bondcoat.  Flood 

testing is recommended before applications of waterproofing materials.  With all 

products, be sure to follow the waterproofing material and mortar manufacturers 

guidelines and recommendations and insure that the components are compatible.  

Basecrete is a proud sponsor of Tributary and the Genesis Education and Training 

Program.  We are dedicated to helping our customers achieve the highest level 

of waterproofing on the most demanding projects.  We provide on-site training, 

assistance in special needs projects and installation support.  Vito, Ken and Beau 

are available to guide you and ensure success on your projects…we provide the 

strength within the walls.
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Serenity Stone is the latest pebble finish series to join the Wet Edge product 

lineup.Serenity Stone is pebble in high definition. It is both bold and beautiful. To 

say the least, we are excited about this pebble pool finish.

You may be curious as to why and how we bring a new product to market. Especially 

a product that is considered to be way outside the norm and goes against the 

grain of what most of the industry believes about pebble finishes. Wet Edge owns 

and operates quarries in some very remote regions in the world just to be able to 

harvest some of the roundest pebbles for the pool industry. Pebble finish texture 

is extremely important to the consumer. The specification for pool pebble sizing 

is only 15% of the yield we harvest. Fortunately, through the different divisions 

of our parent company we are able to sell the pebble sizes that are too small 

or large for the pool industry. It is the shape of the pebble that determines its 

smoothness. We found that the oversized pebbles are even rounder than the 

pebbles used for the pool industry. For years we dreamed of offering these larger

pebbles that are twice the size of the standard pool pebble, but we had one

INTRODUCING
SERENITY STONE
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major hurdle to overcome.  We knew we would need to figure out a way to pump 

these larger pebbles through the standard plaster equipment and hoses.  If we 

could do that we would have a finish that no other manufacturer could replicate 

and also be able to provide a stunning pebble look for the consumer. 

Testing the installation process has been underway for some time with the help 

of the Wet Edge certified installers. We are grateful for their pioneering spirit and 

assistance.Due to the roundness of the pebble and by doubling up on the Wet 

Edge admixture and making some minor tweaks to the plastering equipment, we 

have been able to pump the large pebble over 200 feet into backyard swimming 

pools. Once the material is in the pool it trowels and finishes much like the standard 

pebble size. 

When we were designing a market strategy for Serenity Stone we were curious to 

find out how well it would be received by the pool industry because of its extreme 

size. We took the Serenity Stone samples on the road. We knew that large pebble 

would challenge the norm. At each pool industry trade show the response was 

overwhelmingly positive. Not only the look, but the feel impressed many pool 

contractors. 

We received sample requests from contractors that in the past would only show 

their clients mini pebble because they believed the myth that smaller meant 

smoother. They loved the dynamic look and how smooth the pebbles felt and 

wanted to know how soon they could start offering Serenity Stone to their clients. 

In January this past year we officially added Serenity Stone to our lineup. We are 

busy working with our certified applicators around the country on installation 

techniques. We believe that over the next few years Serenity Stone will be one of 

our more popular finishes. Serenity Stone allows us to give the Wet Edge dealers 

a bold new product to offer their clients.
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CHRIS FOGLEMAN

#TEAMTRIBUTARY
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In any business I believe the key to success is to forever be evolving. In my short 16 

years in the pool industry I have seen it change drastically for better or for worse. In 

my market in Atlanta, GA we do not have any certification or license requirements 

to build a swimming pool. Anyone can simply write specialty contractor on the 

application and get approved. That has caused a flooded market and so many 

unqualified builders are being awarded projects simply for being cheap. The price 

swing is so drastic compared to regulated markets where everyone is certified. 

My opening sentence about for “better or worse” brings me to the point that I 

now have a huge percentage of projects that are renovations due to failures of 

other companies and expert work. Instead of being a lazy contractor and sitting 

around waiting for the market to change, I decided to hit the road and test other 

markets. Through the genesis and tributary network I had a good platform to 

work with some of the countries top architects and leaders in watershape design. 

Even after taking several design courses and traveling the world studying others 

work I realized design was not my specialty, but team building was. That led me 

to the path of mostly focusing on building and some consulting through the 

design phase. I feel like I was on auto pilot with how the company was performing 

in Atlanta and I needed something exciting. It was exhilarating working on the 

monkey island project in conjunction with Lorax design and meeting such great 

subs. The conversations were great and I met such great friends through it all and 

I still maintain those friendships today. It was just what I needed to experience 

and be in a completely different environment with new people, watering holes, 

and restaurants. I guess at that point I decided that was the direction I wanted 

to go with Thrasher pool and spa. We have since built projects or consulted on 

projects from Dallas, TX, Little Rock, AR, throughout the Midwest and as far as 

the Caribbean USVI. We still maintain a presence in Atlanta and southeast and 

have significantly expanded operations to Kansas City, KS Nashville, TN and 

Charlotte, NC as well as St Thomas and St. John, USVI. I feel like team building 

is the name of the game and that is what I enjoy the most. It is invigorating to 

see how people construct with different styles in the different regions and how 
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THE SPIRIT OF COLLABORATION:

In Production: Luxury Pool + Outdoor Living 

Project in Waterview Estates, Roland, Arkansas. A 

collaboration with Jason Brownlee of J.Brownlee 

Design and Parkinson Building Group Inc. 
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the work ethics drastically differ. It is all about evolving and being able to work 

in any environment and climate challenges. Some weeks I go from 90 degrees 

to 13 degrees and everything in between. This brings me to some challenges 

I have encountered as well because we all know it’s not always peaches and 

cream in the pool building industry. I think the most challenging thing is weeding 

through the inexperienced or bad subs to get the “A” team and still maintain the 

schedule and quality workmanship. In ever market it seems all the good subs are 

already committed to the busiest builders and in the Midwest subs are nearly 

non existent. It just takes time, however I think those challenges make you feel 

most accomplished at the end of the day.

CHRIS FOGLEMAN | THRASHER POOL & SPAS

THRASHERPOOLANDSPA@GMAIL.COM 
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STEVE EDWARDS

COLD WEATHER
CONSIDERATIONS
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Building pools in colder regions can present an array of different problems and 

design change. I moved from Tulsa OK to Wichita KS 10 years ago.   I researched 

KS conditions and the climate differences. They have many similarities except for 

a 12” deeper frost line in Wichita, more freeze thaw cycles and the wind.   The first 

two don’t pose too much difficulty, but that wind...

Wichita pools have a high number of Auto Covers per number of pools built.  I 

come from the land of raised spas which overflow into the pool using spillways 

and automation to run a single pump, filter and heater setup for the two bodies 

of water.   

The auto-cover creates a situation that dropping water into the pool from the spa 

is almost impossible, forcing the use of two sets of equipment and maintenance 

on two separate bodies of water.   Also, even without a cover, the wind in the 

winter can play havoc on the freezing water flow, even on moving water, causing 

an ice dam effect.     
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So, after a couple years of watching these issues happen, we started using a 

separate pump and scuppers to give the look of water overflowing.  We then cut 

down a full size skimmer, removing the mouth and weir, and installed it in the spa.  

This gave us a full size basket with lid access.  We then plumbed two 2.5” lines 

down and under water level, adding a vent line so we had no bubbles as water 

and any debris entered the pool under the auto cover, ice layer or open pool.  We 

built a tile dam wall at the tile line to skim the surface and set the correct spa 

water level.  It’s simple and very efficient, hence the term “Drop Skimmer”.

I never have liked the small spa skimmers and by cutting a big skimmer down, it 

will fit into a 12” rocked spa wall.

Just a few little tricks that make these high end beasts manageable.

STEVE EDWARDS | EDWARDS POOL CONSTRUCTION

steve@edwardspoolconstruction.com
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JAKE LAVAGNINO

TRIBUTARY REVELATION

IN FULL EFFECT
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When questioning successful individuals in the pool market about the key factors 

that have contributed to their success in business or creation and construction 

of aquatic environments, most will mention something about their networks with 

other individuals or businesses.  Business networking and mentoring has many 

benefits, I can personally attest from my experience throughout the 2017 season.  

In a market described often as the Wild West, every man for themselves, valuable 

information and education is limited. Education can be found in a classroom 

environment and can be applicable in theoretical settings but in the hole it’s 

a different animal. But when combined, one can be dangerous with the use 

of textbook knowledge integrated with blood, sweat and determination. With 

Tributary I have been able seek reputable mentors and a number of crafted 

savants in specific areas of construction and design eagerly willing to share 

education of correct processes often lacking and overlooked while being masked 

by good intentions. 

Having the opportunity to work with Jason Vickers was incredible. Sharing his 

experience and knowledge behind the shotcrete nozzle was invaluable. I will for 

ever be grateful for the information and key fundamentals taught to me by Jason. 

Distances too short, results in a high quantity of rebound. With a distance too 

great, the impact force is too weak to provide proper adhesion and compaction of 

the shotcrete. Maintaining a distances of 3-6 feet while applying material at a 90 

degree angle in circular motion will provide a spectacular textbook finish. Using 

an air lance to move rebound out of the way to avoid rebound encapsulation all 

while building the walls up at a 45 will cut reduce rebound being trapped in the 

wall during the shoot.

Do as you say and communicate visually by demonstrating to the client he/she 

can trust your word. Teaching and living by these communication fundamentals
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will ensure success taught by Jeromey Naugle who always goes above and 

beyond to better his client communication line. By not relying on surface 

statements but spending time to dig deeper and get to the critical issues that 

are most meaningful to the client, Jeromey can truly understand what the client 

really wants and “under-promise” and “over-deliver” to meet those expectations 

to build respect and trust. 

While approaching every project design with a balanced perspective on the spaces 

potential, Kurt Kraisinger has taught me key fundamentals on aquatic architecture 

and how it’s accented by decking, lighting, methodical layouts, prospective 

fluidity from inside the house, incorporation of luxurious planting surroundings, 

functionality and practicality. All crucial fundamentals when implemented lead to 

a successful project design. 

“Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and you feed 

him for a lifetime.” The teachings from Steve Edwards regarding the start to finish 

in-house processes are invaluable when it comes to pool construction. Being able 

to complete every needed step in a project puts you in the driver seat, you’re in 

control of your own project. Relying on subcontractors in a limited market can 

make or break a project and no one will value your project as yourself. 

Tributary Revelation has been the perfect storm of talent and the willingness to 

come together as a team and support one another with knowledge, education 

and mentorship.

JAKE LAVAGNINO  | ASPIRE AQUATIC ARCHITECTURE

JAKEL@ASPIREPOOLS.COM 



DESIGN BY JEROMEY NAUGLE / PREMIER PARADISE, INC



PROJECT BY KURT KRAISINGER / LORAX DESIGN GROUP
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Ledge Lounger’s new product release 

goes Beyond the Waterline and 

features products that are for more than just for in-pool use. The new product 

lines, including the Mainstay Collection, the Affinity Collection, and a brand new 

selection of Cabanas, offer furnishings to complete an outdoor living space with 

pieces for relaxing, dining, and entertaining in any outdoor scene. 

A collection that has garnered quite a bit of excitement, the Mainstay Collection, 

consists of classic outdoor pieces, like traditional chaise lounges and adirondacks, 

with Ledge Lounger’s signature style inserted. “We wanted these pieces to be 

versatile, yet sleek. We maintained the integrity of classic pieces, while inserting 

our trademark high quality design. Just like our in-pool furniture, these are 

designed for the aquatic environment, and use only the highest quality outdoor 

materials” says Ledge Lounger Product Designer David Bier. 
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The Affinity Collection, also brand new to the Ledge Lounger product line, is 

unique and eye catching. These pieces can be used on the deck or in the pool, 

and will add an eye catching element to any project. The line has a modern feel, 

and can be utilized 13 colors to add a statement piece to any design. 

Maybe the most anticipated release is Ledge Lounger’s new cabanas. “We debuted 

these at several trade shows early this year, and the feedback and excitement 

we’ve received has been extremely positive. Clients have requested cabanas for 

a long time, and we’re excited to finally release them” says Ledge Lounger Pool 

Sales Executive, Jeffrey Davidoff. The cabanas, which Ledge Lounger describes 

as “extremely customizable” are available in hundreds of color combinations, with 

incredible upgrade availability including flame resistant fabrics, TV & fan mounts, 

custom sizes, logos, and more. “We can’t wait to see how creative our clients get 

with these.”
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I’m sure we all have a memory of being instructed to color inside the lines. The 

fun police always asserting their authority! Maybe this is early preparation for 

conforming to the rules and regulations that seem to constantly surround us. But 

what about creative freedom? What about thinking/coloring outside of the box? 

Rules are meant to be broken, right? This is a pretty simple concept applied to 

the creative freedom for kids pushing a crayon outside the thin outlines of their 

favorite characters. My opinion - go for it kiddos, let your imagination run wild…

give Batman a flying unicorn sidekick that shoots lasers from it’s…well, you get the 

point. However, not so simple when it comes to professional work within a given 

field. As design & build professionals in the pool & outdoor living industry, we have 

a responsibility to be attentive of the “lines” that regulate our work. Whether it be 

property setbacks, zoning requirements, surrounding infrastructure, site access, 

JOHN OGBURN

DESIGN INSIDE
THE LINES
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etc., there are constraints that apply pressure to our creative process on seemingly 

every project, some more so than others. The trick is to not become frustrated; 

to not to allow the “lines” to win. It’s our job to view the particularly challenging 

situations/project locations as opportunities to flex our professional and creative 

abilities. We must also know when to tap other professionals in the industry with 

specialty skill-sets, e.g. geotechnical, structural & hydraulic engineering, that can 

assist in the design and planning process to ensure a successful outcome. 

I have recently been involved on the poolscape design of two lake front properties 

on Lake Norman in North Carolina, both with the same 50’ rear setback which 

cannot be encroached within. The water levels of Lake Norman are controlled by 

Duke Energy, the local power company which has been damming the Catawba 

River since the early part of the century to create hydroelectric power, the 

headwaters of which flow out of the NC mountains down to Norman and beyond. 

The water levels vary from full pond, 100’ (760’ above sea level) down to about 

94’.  Duke Energy controls a dam at the south end of the lake to help regulate the 

water levels. Duke Energy established a 50’ setback from the 760 contour line in 

2006, with regulations to protect the 50’ closest to the lake by stringently limiting 

the removal of trees and native vegetation; planting of lawns; size of footpaths; 

and of course, permanent structures within. The 50’ setback is the “LINE” and it 

is strictly enforced.

The first project is a new construction home currently being built. The architecture 

of the home was masterfully developed by Robert Dame Designs out of Houston, 

TX. The firm developed a one-off home fit snugly within the rear 50’ setback and 

the side 20’ setbacks, all while managing to “square” the rear of the home up with 

the beautiful lake view on the somewhat oddly shaped lot. 
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The architect drafted in a very well thought out initial pool concept, a placeholder 

of sorts, which was critical to include on the home design at the outset to ensure 

proper space was being allocated for this important feature of the home. Although 

a beautiful first take, it did not satisfy all of the client’s desires for the pool and 

spa’s style, function and feature. While the symmetric concept of the pool shape 

about the primary center-line view from the home towards the lake was retained, 

the pool was redesigned in shape and layout to achieve an infinity edge pool that 

integrated seamlessly with the modern architectural styling of the home. The task 

of designing an infinity edge pool on a lake front lot can be fairly straightforward 

in some cases, where limited space and considerable setback from the lake’s 

waterline is not a consideration; however, in this case, the finite space designated 

for the pool was/is tight when considering the desired design goals, especially 

the inclusion of the infinity edge feature. Similarly to the home architect (albeit no 

comparison to the extreme level of complexity of their task with the home vs. ours 

with the pool), it was now our duty to design and engineer a pool that fulfilled the 

client’s wishes while staying within the lines. It was important to finalize the design 

of the pool prior to groundbreaking on the home, most importantly to satisfy the 

client’s wishes, but also for approval from both the county plan review office for 

permitting and the architectural control committee of the private community. The 

poolscape design process was completed as a collaborative effort between the 

client, myself, the pool contractor (Executive Swimming Pools, Charlotte, NC), and 

the home architect. As the pool design evolved, it was integrated into the final 

home plan and small tweaks were made to the home to bring the two together 

seamlessly. The simplified pool design can be seen integrated into the final site 

plan and rear elevation below; the 760’ contour is highlighted in yellow and the 

rear 50’ and side 20’ setbacks are highlighted in red on the site plan. 
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Final Site Plan with Integrated Pool Design

Yellow Line = 760’ Contour (100’ Full Pond) 

Red Lines = 50’ Rear Setback & 20’ Side Setbacks
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Final Rear Elevation with Integrated Pool Design
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For help with visualization of the pool design and it’s integration into the home, I rendered the overall build 

as a three-dimensional model. As it evolved, I was able to make quick revisions to the pool design, as well 

as, the related small tweaks to the home per the architect’s revisions. The renderings were shared with 

the group, spread between Charlotte, NC & Houston, TX., which helped streamline the collaborative design 

process. 
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With the pool design finalized, it was time to complete the engineering phases 

for proper construction of the vessel, taking into account the specific site and 

surrounding home build parameters. We enlisted the services of Watershape 

Consulting Inc. (Solana Beach, CA.) for the structural engineering and Jason 

Brownlee, J. Brownlee Design (Franklin, TN) for the hydraulic engineering. A local 

geotechnical engineering firm performed the on site dynamic cone pentrometer 

soil test. Of particular importance with the hydraulic design was how best to 

achieve the desired infinity edge feature within a minimal footprint in order to 

not take away too much size from the main pool. Given the limitation of not 

being able to encroach into the 50’ rear setback, we designed and planned 

the construction of the outermost pool beam to be nestled snugly up to the 

setback line, leaving enough offset for the stone veneer finish to be installed 

within the limits as well. Jason Brownlee developed the hydraulic engineering 

design of the infinity edge as a catch runnel wall as opposed to a traditional 

catch basin. The runnel has a gravity feed line that will efficiently move the 

water-in-transit to a surge tank positioned on the left side of the home where 

space was available outside of the rear setback for the tank to be installed 

inconspicuously below grade in a landscape bed.
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“One of my favorite tasks as a designer is to create a 
problem through pushing the envelope in design, then 
figure out a way to solve that problem through creative 
engineering or out-of-the-box thinking in hydraulic 
design. In the case of this project, John wanted to 
push the spillover pool edge to the maximum width 
possible against the property setback line, which did 
not leave ample physical room for an adequately sized 
catch basin to contain the water volume needed for 
recirculation. So to solve this design-created problem, 
we moved the catch basin away from the pool and into 
an underground surge tank near the equipment pad. 
The vanishing edge could then spill over the beam into 
a water-in-transit system comprised of a 6” width catch 
runnel on the back of the pool with snorkel drop inlets 
every 5’ into a sloped 6” PVC gravity feed transit pipe 
all the way to the underground surge tank structure. 
This solution provides the required water volume to 
handle the GPM water flow needed for the vanishing 
edge, while also saving over 3 LF of valuable width that 
can be used for the pool instead of a traditional
basin behind the pool.”

- Jason Brownlee, J. Brownlee Design
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Structural Engineering, Catch Runnel Wall Cross Section

Credit Watershape Consulting Inc.
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During our engineering process for the pool, the home construction began. A 

critical part of the initial home construction process, as it relates to the pool 

construction, was the forming and installation of the poured-in-place concrete 

walls of the raised terrace that flank both sides of the pool. The construction 

of these walls, along with the eventual construction of the shotcrete shell of 

the pool, not only required coordination between the home and pool builder, 

but also between the engineering of each to ensure lasting performance both 

independently and together, as they collectively form the lake side retention 

of the raised terrace on the rear of the home. Both work as independent 

structures; however, the finished look will appear as a seamless terrace wall 

that follows right along the edge of the 50’ rear setback. The vanishing edge 

weir wall will not appear as an infinity edge with the lake water from every 

perspective (the 50’ setback and geometry are to blame here); however, the 

primary center-line view from the home across the pool to the lake will and it’s 

going to be stunning! As can be seen below, the pool construction is underway 

and in the extremely talented hands of Michael Clouse, Executive Swimming 

Pools. The shotcrete shell of the pool is in and will sit for a while as the home 

construction progresses. I look forward to providing an update on this project 

going forward!
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Build Photo 1

Photo Credit Executive Swimming Pools

Build Photo 2

Photo Credit Executive Swimming Pools
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Build Photo 3

Photo Credit Executive Swimming Pools

Build Photo 4

Photo Credit Executive Swimming Pools
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Build Photo 5

Photo Credit Executive Swimming Pools

I will keep the details of the second project shorter. This project is a case 

in point example of the pressures of the restrictive “lines” leading to poor 

design. This is an existing home on Lake Norman as well, with the same lake 

front setback requirements as previously described. The home was built 

approximately three years ago and our client recently purchased the home from 

the original owner. At the time of the home construction, the then homeowner 

hired a production level pool construction company to design and build the 

existing pool. Unfortunately, this pool missed the mark in terms of both quality 

of design and construction, especially considering the exquisite level of 

architecture and construction of the home it sits behind. I was called onto this 

project by the general contractor and pool contractor engaged with the current 

homeowner to make some adjustments to the home in order to personalize it to 

their liking.  At the top of the list was the renovation of the existing pool, which 

I would give a grade of a C at best in comparison to the A+ level of the home. 

Where possible, I am an advocate for trying to work with the existing structure
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and surround to some degree when designing a renovation project; however, in 

this case, due both to the poor design and construction, it was agreed upon that 

the old pool and much of the surround needed to be removed so we could start 

over. This is a decision that was not made lightly, as the access on this site is 

challenging to say the least, and the logistics and therefore cost are significant 

to get the slate cleaned. That said, the repair history of the pool was known, and 

at the wise advice of the general contractor and pool contractor, the client did 

not feel comfortable investing in renovation of the existing shell; it had to go. 

To some extent this was a blessing for me and my design process, as I was not 

tethered to the existing. It’s not that my final design was wildly different in style 

and scale than the original; however, the original felt as though someone laid a
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garden hose with a haphazard freestyle curve as a target for the excavation 

crew to dig up to. When I first viewed this on site, prior to having a copy of the 

property survey, I assumed that the rear 50’ setback must be right up against 

the lake side pool beam, running in a fairly linear path. Come to find out, this 

was not the case and there was actually significant room to extend towards 

the lake, with the exception of only one pinch point where the existing pool 

beam was installed very tight to the setback. My best guess is the previous 

pool company pulled some rough measurements in the field and started 

digging. There seemed to be no significant design consideration for the pool 

and how best to maximize it’s form and feature inside of the rear setback. A 

complete mismatch in my opinion when compared to the home. Needless to 

say, I was excited to learn that I had some additional area beyond the existing 

lake side pool beam to get creative within. The aim of the new design was to 

not only improve the overall aesthetic (not a very challenging task), but also 

to incorporate a perimeter overflow spa, vanishing edge spillway, swim-up bar, 

fire features and a sizable beach entry tanning ledge (the existing pool had a 

ledge, but it was sort of too large to be a bench and too small to be a tanning 

ledge). Along with these added design features, the new pool was to include the 

plumbing and equipment details/fixtures to be expected at this level of a build, 

e.g. in-floor cleaning system, ample low-voltage LED lighting, variable speed 

pumps, etc. I believe the final design, seen below in both plan view and as 
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ledge (the existing pool had a ledge, but it was sort of too large to be a bench 

and too small to be a tanning ledge). Along with these added design features, 

the new pool was to include the plumbing and equipment details/fixtures to be 

expected at this level of a build, e.g. in-floor cleaning system, ample low-voltage 

LED lighting, variable speed pumps, etc. I believe the final design, seen below 

in both plan view and as three-dimensional design renderings, vastly improved 

on the existing and made much better use of the space provided between 

the home and rear 50’ setback. The project has been approved within the 

community, permits obtained and the old pool has been drained; now, out with 

old and in with the new. Stay 

tuned… 

JOHN OGBURN 

ENTERRA DESIGN GROUP

JOHN@ENTERRADESIGNGROUP.COM

Artwork by Birdie Rose Ogburn
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The Greek definition of photography is “writing with light”. Ask any good 

photographer, who’s job it essentially is, to “write/speak” with his images, and 

they will tell you the most important thing involved in their craft is lighting. It 

makes or breaks a photograph. Period.

Talk to them long enough, and you might find out that fact translates into your 

own craft, no matter what you do, even as a pool designer or builder. Because at 

the end of the day the pool building industry is an art, just like painting, sculpture, 

photography, architecture, or any other medium an artist may choose to work 

with. I personally work in a two dimensional medium that just represents the 

three dimensional world around me. However, when you build water landscapes, 

you have the third dimension at your disposal. So in my opinion, lighting is even 

more crucial to the designer and builder, than it even is in photography. Or maybe 

I should back up a step, and say I believe it is JUST as important?

JIMI SMITH

THE IMPORTANCE
OF LIGHTING
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So what is light? Let’s start there. To a photographer, just as a pool designer, 

it’s one of two things really, natural or artificial. (It should be noted that each are 

just as important as the other one.) Natural light will fall across a landscape and 

change throughout the day as the sun rises and sets. Then once the day is over, 

it’s the artificial light that can change an environment completely and keep the 

party still alive through the shadows of evening. (I’ve always said as I shoot luxury 

pools that depending on the installed artificial lighting, we possibly have two 

projects to shoot here. There’s one that exists during the day, and a completely 

different one that appears at night. And they can BOTH be beautiful in their own, 

yet much different ways.)

It’s our jobs, as artists, to really step back and take notice first of how light changes 

and controls how you see things in the world. And afterwards, it’s also our jobs to 

embrace that and use it to our advantage. It’s our jobs, as artists, to really step 

back and take notice first of how light changes and controls how you see things 

in the world. And afterwards, it’s also our jobs to embrace that and use it to our 

advantage. 

You build a pool in an environment that catches the sunrise and sunset throughout 

the year perfectly. You build a cabana that blocks the shade during high noon, 

and casts remarkable shadows across the decking. You install features with 

artificial lighting along waterfall walls or scuppers that accent them once the sun 

goes lower than the horizon and throughout the evening. You do all these things 

in an attempt to use different light, at different times of the day, to make a more 

pleasing environment to your audience. The bottom line is that you do these 

things for your customers to enjoy, and for potential customers to appreciate.

For myself; I come behind that, and watch the space change throughout the 

hours, trying to capture that into photographs. I’m chasing that light, once the 

job has been completed, and noticing what the designer has noticed already
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before me. Hopefully I’m seeing what he noticed the first time he stepped on the 

property, well before the pencil was even sharpened to begin drawing sketches.

So again, why is light important? If I were to shine a flashlight in your face at night, 

that’s not the most pleasant experience right? But if I set a flashlight facing up 

from the floor in the middle of a dark room, it might make a relaxing soft ambiance? 

Or if we are sitting around a campfire, and I place that same flashlight under my 

chin while telling a ghost story, it gives off a creepy vibe. One flashlight, but with 

three different placements, that all create a different environment. Placement of 

light is always important.

Bright light, harsh light, soft or suttle, hot or cool? A blue light in a pool is relaxing. 

A red light in the same pool changes the mood completely. The walkway lights 

can be just soft enough to show you where you are going, but glow dim enough 

to not overpower the rest of the space. The rhythm the perimeter overflow 

creates matches the glimmer caused by that accent light, which was placed 

there purposely. It all mixes nicely. The quality and temperature of light is always 

important.

Lights accent highlights, and create shadows. They create dimension. They 

make a beautiful world more beautiful. And once you begin to see that, you can 

incorporate it into your work.

Why the picture of Tilt, my dog, in a publication about the pool industry you might 

ask? Well, we all know I’m a photographer and not a pool designer, so I guess it’s 

fitting for me to be the black sheep of the group? (Or the black wolf in this case.)

I shot this at noon. There are no clouds in the sky today, and the sun is REALLY 

beating down. If I had taken Tilt outside to shoot a picture, it would have been 

nearly impossible to find light that would work for a decent photo! It’s just too 
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harsh right now outside. (Not to mention he’d have rather chased iguanas than 

sit still for a photo.)

So I looked around and noticed the light coming in the back door from the balcony 

at the house. Rather than get out an expensive soft box and try to create this 

lighting artificially, I just used what was happening naturally. (Nature’s free soft 

box if you will?) Throw a sheet over the back of the couch and ask him to sit down?

Boomshine… instant studio side lighting! I couldn’t have gotten his whiskers, the

greying chin hairs, or his eyes to “pop” like that outside. So it’s ALL about the

lighting.

So the point is, how do you notice and recreate that in your own artwork? How do

you pay attention to all these aspects of light in your own designs? I know it’s 

tough to think about in general, and even more so when you’ve got meetings, 

and the pressure of budgets, and a crew to check on daily, the CPA is calling 

because it’s that time of year, my son is pitching the game tonight, and all the 

other hassles that come with the job of being a luxury pool environmental artist. 

But I would encourage everyone to think about it more, because anything can 

look amazing in the right lighting. I could have put an apple where Tilt was sitting 

for this photo and it would have been just as pleasing. But I ate the apple, and 

Tilt’s just a good model.

All the best to everyone for a great 2018 season this year!

JIMI SMITH | JIMI SMITH PHOTOGRAPHY

JIMISMITHPHOTOGRAPHY@GMAIL.COM
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The Venturi effect is named after Italian 

physicist Giovanni Battista Venturi (1746-

1822). He is not only credited with the effect’s 

discovery but was also ordained as a priest in 

1769. (You can draw your own conclusions as to 

that significance).

The easiest way to demonstrate the Venturi effect is by placing your thumb over 

the end of a garden hose with the water turned on. The water’s velocity increases 

when the thumb is placed over the water. As the pressure increases over the 

smaller surface area, the narrow flow then creates a vacuum in the water. The 

fluid’s kinetic energy increase results in a pressure decrease, and when the fluid 

reaches a choked flow point, the mass flow decreases, resulting in a decrease in 

downstream pressure. (yeah- that’s a lot of techno stuff there).

In simplest terms, the Venturi phenomenon occurs when fluid flowing through a 

pipe is forced through a narrow section. The result is a decrease in pressure and 

an increase in velocity.

PARAMOUNT POOLS

WHO IS VENTURI &
WHY DO PEOPLE 
LIKE HIM?
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But how does our ParaskimV skimmer use this phenomenon?

Water from the pump is directed through the Venturi nozzle and back to the 

pool. This creates a vacuum, drawing water through the mouth of the skimmer, 

collecting surface debris. Even at low speed settings, this can more than double 

the skimming, filtering and circulation performance of any pool using a standard 

skimmer.

Obviously, a standard skimmer plays an important role in the pool cleaning 

process, drawing water from the pool to the pump. This process will remove the 

debris from the surface of the pool. Simple enough, there.

In the case of the ParaskimV skimmer however, unlike a standard skimmer, some 

of the water coming back to the pool from the pump is sent back through the 

bottom of the skimmer through the narrower Venturi tube and back to the pool. 

This action creates an additional cycle, drawing water in through the mouth of 

the skimmer and sending it directly back to the pool. This effectively doubles the 

skimming power without increasing the amount of energy used.

Another benefit of the ParaskimV skimmer? You could actually shut suction from 

the pump to the skimmer completely off. This would allow you to dedicate more 

suction to a debris removing floor drain like MDXR3 w/ an in-floor system, because 

the water is being returned to the pool through the skimmer. And the Venturi 

action still allows the skimmer to effectively remove debris.

By having full suction to the main drain, you can maximize its cleaning ability, and 

still get the benefits of the skimmer removing debris from the surface. On top of 

all that, ParaskimV works very well with low flow, variable speed, or two speed 

pumps. Which is the whole reason anyway, right? Consumers are drawn to the
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promise of energy savings these mutli-speed pumps provide. But pairing these 

energy-saving pumps with a standard skimmer, and you could be building a pool 

that cannot skim itself properly at those low speeds.

Now with the ParaskimV Venturi skimmer, they can run the pump at lower speeds, 

save money and know the skimmer is still doing its job.

Grazie, Giovanni!

For more information on Venturi technology and our ParaskimV Venturi skimmer, 

visit http://www.1paramount.com/debris-removal/paraskim-v/ or give us a call 

at 800-621-5886
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PURE VISION TECHNOLOGIES

ADEQUATE
WATER SYSTEMS
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Have you ever had someone tell you that a particular pool system was adequate 

for what it was designed for? I’ve been told by many designers, architect’s, 

consultant’s and engineers that the pool systems they designed were more 

than adequate for the bodies of water they treated. If that were so, we wouldn’t 

have swim schools and other indoor  pools with chloramine smells so bad you 

can hardly stand it for more than a couple minutes. If that were true, we wouldn’t 

have pools getting cloudy before noon when the facility is at full capacity. If that 

were true, I wouldn’t be where I am today. We evolved just like many new highly 

focused businesses and  began a new business off of other businesses lack of 

attention to detail.

Water is one of if not the most complex elements in the world.  Many people feel 

they can manage it with just a couple pieces of equipment in place and just keep 

throwing chemicals at it until it looks clear. The fact of the matter is that couldn’t 

be further from the truth!

Mother Nature is the pro when it comes to balancing and nurturing water to 

provide nutrition to all forms of life. Mankind however, on the other hand, are the 

ones responsible for disrupting that life cycle and poison the very element that is 

essential to all forms of life... Including us! 

We start off with the basics of treating dirty water. We can somewhat assume 

that whatever water we are treating is or will be dirty in some way shape or form. 

Mother Nature’s first part in the cleaning process is to filter the water. As do we 

start the pool system process with a pump and filter. The proper flow rate, filtration 

rate and type of filter media are essential to the foundation of any system. 

I like to use the analogy of a raging river. Is it cloudy or clear? 99.9% of the time 

it’s going to be extremely dirty. A river is typically moving so fast that it is always
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 picking up new sediment and is slowly eroding other rocks and minerals it comes 

in contact with. As the smaller streams and creeks start to slow to a much slower 

flow they become more and more clear. I’m sure you’ve seen the creeks that are so 

crystal clear that even at a 20 foot depth it’s as if it were only a couple feet deep. 

So we have to admit, she is undoubtedly the pro! So, how does she do it? She 

certainly doesn’t throw a bunch of chemicals at it and then expect the life forms 

she is responsible for to live a healthy life. Instead she utilizes the abundance of 

various elements within our atmosphere to achieve it.

Once we size the system to the proper flow and filtration the next step is eliminating 

microscopic contaminants from the water. We chose ozone to be the element of 

choice since that’s what keeps the air we breathe fresh and clean every day and 

is one of the most powerful natural oxidizers and disinfectants available. The 

introduction of ozone in our systems is not a small percentage of the flow like the 

typical 20%. Instead,100% of the system flow is treated as it passes through. To 

keep it as if mother nature were making it, we also use 97% pure oxygen from a 

concentrator. Very similar to the ones used in hospital’s, but meant for industrial 

use. As the ozone is diffused in the water under extreme pressure it is able to 

oxidize many contaminants as they pass through the system. As an added benefit 

of using ozone the byproduct is additional oxygen left behind in the water. Unlike 

our water now that has low levels of oxygen, and is a big part of why many people 

suffer from different illnesses, it is now much more healthy for all walks of life. 

Yes... I do mean all walks of life including plants, fish, animals, etc... 

Part of the treatment system is also fully understanding water balance. Water 

balance is much more than just pH and chlorine as most people might think. As 

a matter of fact chlorine is not even a part of the equation. Although chlorine 

served it’s purpose over the years by disinfecting and oxidizing contaminants in 

the water it is definitely not good for consumption! Water balance is made up 
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of pH, total alkalinity, calcium hardness, total dissolved solids, and temperature. 

When used for consumption there are even more minerals that should be present 

in the water to make it truly healthy. 

In order to keep unwanted chemicals out of the water we utilize carbon dioxide to 

manage the pH of the water. Carbon dioxide is the third most abundant element 

in the world and is great for helping to balance the water! As a matter of fact there 

are no byproducts from it and it’s much safer to use than the typical pool acid. 

When carbon dioxide is used in place of acid it won’t harm our alkalinity either. Our 

pHure Feed CO² system is also 100% efficient! That’s right, it utilizes literally 100% 

of the CO² being used. 

With all that being said it just keeps getting better! Have you ever wondered what 

would happen if you fed your plants and vegetation around your house with your 

pool water? We’ll... if you used the typical pool water you can pretty much say 

goodbye to all your vegetation! However, with our pool water you can expect that 

same vegetation to grow 3 - 4 times larger and faster with a fraction of the water! 

That’s right... with the high levels of oxygen and CO² in the water your plants will 

love you even more. If you’ve ever dealt with root rot you will know it comes from 

lack of oxygen. With our technology they will be fed with literally billions of ultra 

fine oxygen bubbles in the water and delivered to the root level.

Our mission is not only to provide the healthiest experience to all that anxiously 

await their next dip in the pool, but also for everything else it affects when it’s 

allowed to carry out its life cycle.







I have been a devoted client of Mike West 

and company over at BBQ Island for the 

past 10 years. BBQ Island is the only vendor/

supplier that I allow my clients to visit 

without me being present. I have complete 

faith in their entire team, at all 3 stores, 

that they will not only handle my clients 

with the same attention to detail Premier 

Paradise, Inc is known for, they will also 

ensure that my clients utilize the best and 

most necessary outdoor kitchen equipment 

to meet their needs. BBQ Island has now 

made my company even more efficient by 

allowing me to drop ship orders online. This 

is not your average BBQ store!

Jeromey Naugle

Premier Paradise, Inc.
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SPRING TOUR
LAS VEGAS - APRIL, 2018

SUMMER TOUR
FLORIDA - SUMMER, 2018

FALL TOUR
CALIFORNIA - FALL, 2018


